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DELTA expands Cloud Services under ACCENT for all of DoD
Alexandria, VA 12/08/2017: DELTA Resources, Inc. (DELTA) is honored to announce that the Army has updated
our Army Cloud Computing Enterprise Transformation (ACCENT) three-year Basic Ordering Agreement (BOA),
for the use by all Department of Defense (DoD) customers. ACCENT’s total estimated total value is over 249
million dollars. Under ACCENT, DELTA now delivers cloud architecture and migration support to all DoD
mission owners transitioning systems and applications to the Amazon Web Services commercial cloud at DISA
Cloud Computing Security Requirements Guide (SRG) Impact Levels 2-5. This update builds on DELTA’s
existing relationships and performance in support the United States Army, Office of the Secretary of Defense, and
the whole DoD enterprise as part of the DoD Cloud Pilot Program where we delivered DoD’s first operational
Impact Level 4 system in 2014 in the AWS GovCloud.
DELTA CEO Maria Proestou is excited to announce this expansion to our growing cloud computing services
competency building upon our previous record of success as an AWS Public Sector Consulting Partner and AWS
Public Sector Value Added Reseller. We look forward to helping customers across the DoD now, in addition to
Army customers, meet their security, performance, and mission requirements, while helping them modernizing
and transition quickly and efficiently.
“I view ACCENT as a key strategic initiative for DELTA that benefits our DoD customers by offering unique
perspectives, insights and approaches we gained as the leader in Army’s and DoD’s evolving strategies for
cloud,” said Michael Miller, DELTA’s Army Programs Director. “DELTA has been doing DoD cloud from day
one by providing hands on technical, policy, and process engagement, coupled with insights to help guide
change and remove obstacles to success. Our continual engagement at all levels offers mission owners a clear
advantage when choosing a partner. We look forward to this new opportunity to help customers DoD-wide
support transformational change.”
About: DELTA Resources, Inc. is a woman-owned business founded in 2000 with the mission of enabling
government customers to make the best decisions for our nation’s future. With an initial staff of three, DELTA has
grown steadily to nearly 300 employees and over $50 million in annual revenue. DELTA provides technical
solutions and professional services to ensure the success of America’s fleet and warfighter combat systems.
DELTA delivers expertise in Systems Engineering, Integration, Information Technology, Cloud Computing,
Cybersecurity, Program Acquisition, Financial Management, and Test and Evaluation. With offices in
Washington, DC, Alexandria, VA, and Millersville, MD and staff located throughout the nation, DELTA is able to
provide its services to customers in a vast geographic region. DELTA achieves its corporate objectives through a
commitment to excellent customer service and employee development.
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